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Whether you want to have a unique experience or 
learn and refine your riding techniques on the 
road, track and off-road, the Ducati Riding 
Experience 2018 is expanding to meet the needs 
of all passionate motorcyclists.

Let's start with the courses of the Ducati 
Academy, which since 2003 has offered training 
with renowned instructors and World Champions 
in unique locations to teach the best techniques 
for riding on the road (DRE Safety), track (DRE 
Racetrack) or off-road (DRE Enduro), all in the 
name of fun.

For those who want to spend a few days riding 
their favourite Ducati exploring captivating places 
in the Land of Motors, the Dream Tour offers an 
unforgettable journey on enchanting roads that 
wind through the hills of the Tuscan and Emilian 
Apennines, together with a visit to the Ducati 
factory and museum in Borgo Panigale.

The big new development of 2018 is the 
Adventure Tour, an exclusive on- and off-road 
tour full of adventure, fun, good food and passion 
for motorcycles.
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Date Circuit Course Price

07-08/04 Vairano Safety level 1 € 400,00

07-08/04 Vairano Safety level 2 € 500,00

26-27/05 Vairano Safety level 1 € 400,00

26-27/05 Vairano Safety level 2 € 500,00

The discount reserved for DOC members is 20 % on each course, 
except for Champs Academy Course.

We remind you that the discounts cannot be combined: you have 
the possibility to buy only one 20% discounted course.

Please be also aware that the total amount of the discounts 
reserved to DOC members is restricted, so it would not be possible 
to purchase discounted courses, once the amount will be over.

Benefit
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Date Circuit Course Price

16/05 Mugello Track Master € 1.600,00

16/05 Mugello Champs Academy € 2.200,00

16/05 Mugello Track Evo € 1.150,00

17/05 Mugello Track Master € 1.600,00

17/05 Mugello Champs Academy € 2.200,00

17/05 Mugello Track Evo € 1.150,00

18/05 Mugello Track Master € 1.600,00

18/05 Mugello Track Evo € 1.150,00

11-12/06 Misano Track Warm up € 1.100,00

12/06 Misano Track Master € 1.600,00

12-13/06 Misano Track Warm up € 1.100,00

13/06 Misano Track Master € 1.600,00

05/09 Mugello Track Master € 1.600,00

05/09 Mugello Track Evo € 1.150,00

06/09 Mugello Track Master € 1.600,00

06/09 Mugello Track Evo € 1.150,00

The discount reserved for DOC members is 20 % on each course, except 
for Champs Academy Course.

We remind you that the discounts cannot be combined: you have the 
possibility to buy only one 20% discounted course.

Please be also aware that the total amount of the discounts reserved to 
DOC members is restricted, so it would not be possible to purchase 
discounted courses, once the amount will be over.

Benefit
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Date Location Price Guest 

01-02/06 Castello di Nipozzano € 720,00 € 230,00

02-03/06 Castello di Nipozzano € 720,00 € 230,00

15-16/06 Castello di Nipozzano € 720,00 € 230,00

16-17/06 Castello di Nipozzano € 720,00 € 230,00

27-28/07 Castello di Nipozzano € 720,00 € 230,00

28-29/07 Castello di Nipozzano € 720,00 € 230,00

14-15/09 Castello di Nipozzano € 720,00 € 230,00

15-16/09 Castello di Nipozzano € 720,00 € 230,00

Benefit For you and your DOC members as benefit the 

compulsory riding gear for taking part of the 

course is free (€ 149).
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Data Location Tariffa 
Tariffa 

Accompagnatore 
Supplemento

Singola 

05-08/07 Borgo Condé - Wine Resort € 1.690,00 € 1.090,00 € 200,00

18-22/07 Borgo Condé - Wine Resort € 1.690,00 € 1.090,00 € 200,00

03-06/08 Borgo Condé - Wine Resort € 1.690,00 € 1.090,00 € 200,00

30/08-02/09 Borgo Condé - Wine Resort € 1.690,00 € 1.090,00 € 200,00

20-23/9 Borgo Condé - Wine Resort € 1.690,00 € 1.090,00 € 200,00

Benefit For you and your DOC members as benefit the 

compulsory riding gear for taking part of the 

course is free (€ 149).

With "Ducati Dream Tour", for 4 unforgettable days you will ride the most beautiful and high-
performing sport bikes in the world, winding through the hills where they were designed and visiting 
the factory where they were first built.
The tour begins with a visit to the factory and the Ducati Museum, and after picking up your Ducati 
the experience will continue with an exploration of the Emilian Apennines.

Through an exciting journey of twists and turns, you will find yourself immersed in a typically Italian 
atmosphere and landscape where your only concern will be to have fun. Tours are designed and led by 
Beppe Gualini and his staff who know exactly how to bring the exciting routes and enjoyable evenings 
to life. 

To make this experience even more genuine and natural, you will spend the night at the 
fantastic Resort Borgo Condé, situated in the green hills of Romagna, where you will be won over by 
the famous wine and cuisine of this captivating area.
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Date Location

30-31/08 – 01/09 Toscana

17-18-19/09 Toscana

Benefit For you and your DOC members as benefit the 

compulsory riding gear for taking part of the 

course is free (€ 149).

Adventure Tour
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Adventure Tour

For 2018, you can book all the Ducati Riding Experiences, with the same procedure:

› Go to website http://dre.ducati.it/en

› Choose the experience, between Safety, Racetrack and Enduro

› Insert the code 18CDCL and your member card number at the checkout

Platform opening: Wednesday the 21st of February 

For Dream Tour and Adventure Tour, the procedure is the following one:

› Go to website http://www.ducati.com/ducati_dream_tour/ducati_dream_tour.do

› Insert the code 18CDCL and your member card number at the checkout

Platform opening: end of February

Booking procedure

http://dre.ducati.it/en
http://www.ducati.com/ducati_dream_tour/ducati_dream_tour.do
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If you need any further information or 
support, please get in touch with :

› DRE Racetrack & Safety Academy 

dre@ducati.com
ph:+39 039 2050315 
fax: +39 039 303648

› DRE Enduro Academy & Dream Tour & 
Adventure Tour

experience@ducati.com

Any questions?

mailto:dre@ducati.com
mailto:experience@ducati.com

